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ABSTRACT

Criticism of qualitative persona creation

Quantitative persona creation (QPC) has tremendous
potential, as HCI researchers and practitioners can
leverage user data from online analytics and digital media
platforms to better understand their users and customers.
However, there is a lack of a systematic overview of the
QPC methods and progress made, with no standard
methodology or known best practices. To address this gap,
we review 49 QPC research articles from 2005 to 2019.
Results indicate three stages of QPC research: Emergence,
Diversification, and Sophistication. Sharing resources,
such as datasets, code, and algorithms, is crucial to
achieving the next stage (Maturity). For practitioners, we
provide guiding questions for assessing QPC readiness in
organizations.

Even though using mixed methods for persona creation is
advocated in the HCI literature [62], the lack of time or
resources often results in researchers and practitioners
choosing either a purely quantitative or purely qualitative
method [77]. Among the available choices, personas are
most often created using qualitative data approaches.
Brickey et al. [8] found that 81% of persona creation
efforts reported in academic literature use qualitative
techniques (e.g., interviews, field studies, usability tests,
ethnography).
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INTRODUCTION
Impact of personas

Defined as imaginary people describing real user
segments [2], personas are consistently garnering interest
from HCI researchers and practitioners in software
development, design, marketing, healthcare, gaming, and
other domains [47]. Personas are needed to go “beyond
segmentation” [38] (p. 60) and to “give faces to data” [66]
(p. 135). Personas provide “shared mental models” [6] (p.
63), facilitate team members’ communication about users,
and help empathize with those using the outputs the
organization creates [61]. In the era of “personified big
data” [74] (p. 4019), personas are useful for segmenting
large and diverse online audiences [65] and can bring
about productivity benefits in organizations employing
them [23].
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Despite this, purely qualitative persona generation has
been widely criticized, with the main criticism being [71]:
 High Cost: Qualitative persona development typically
requires several months of effort from start to finish and
costs tens of thousands of dollars [23], which leaves the
persona technique inaccessible for organizations with
limited financial resources.
 Lack of Objectivity and Rigor: Because qualitative
methods are flexible, the real-world applications of
constructing personas may differ [90]. As mentioned by
Jansen et al. [36], “Quantitative personas are seen as a
way to overcome subjectivity both in interpretation and
segmentation of available data.” (p. 2128).
 Lack of Scaling: Persona development that requires
lots of manual labor adapts poorly to large datasets
(“Big Data” [74]) that are increasingly common in
organizations analyzing online user behavior [1]. The
logic of scalability in QPC methods is adopted from
machine learning; persona creators can annotate a small
portion of the data (e.g., 10%) and let the algorithm
classify the rest.
 Non-Representative Data: Qualitative personas often
use small data not representing the entire user base [10].
 Expiry: Personas risk expiration whenever users or user
behavior changes. Frequently changing behavior is
typical for many online contexts, e.g., purchase
behavior [44], search behavior [37], and content
consumption [16, 42].
While qualitative and quantitative methods for personas
have each been subject to criticism in their own right,
some criticism is shared. These include (a) the risk of
personas being abstract and inaccurate [10, 51], (b)
personas simplifying complex human behaviors into
simple archetypes that may be useful only to a degree [49,
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80], and (c) personas being “just” one method of usercentric design while other methods can be better in some
use cases [55].
The promise of quantitative methods

Due to these shortcomings, quantitative persona creation
(QPC) has gathered increasing interest from HCI scholars
and practitioners alike [7, 43, 52, 54]. In the HCI research,
QPC is contributing to the larger goal of creating more
accurate and more compelling user archetypes from data.
We define QPC as follows: using algorithmic methods to
create accurate, representative, and up-to-date personas
from numerical and textual data. Besides addressing the
shortcomings of qualitative methods, QPC can increase
the scientific verifiability of personas, as well as their
credibility for stakeholders, as QPC has the clout of using
“real data” [73]. Ideally, quantitative personas are
statistically representative, replicable, and verifiable – i.e.,
there is a metric that tells how well the specific method
works [10, 73].
Researchers and practitioners are being pulled toward
QPC also by the availability of online user data [1]. When
personas were first introduced in the late 1990s, the
Internet was still a nascent technology, and there were few
tools to collect and process large amounts of user or
customer data. The methodologies and platforms for
collecting user data and automatically processing them
have vastly developed. This development has dramatically
increased the feasibility of QPC in online settings where
personified big data about users or customers [15] can be
collected through social media platforms and online
analytics tools (e.g., Google / YouTube / Twitter
Analytics and their APIs).
Simultaneously, data science tools have greatly evolved,
including programming languages (e.g., R, Python) and
libraries (e.g., scikit-learn), making a variety of statistical
techniques and computational approaches accessible for
persona creation. For textual data, natural language
processing (NLP) provides a wide array of techniques,
while numerical data can be analyzed using clustering,
factor analysis, principal component analysis, and so on.
These developments have resulted in a “shift from using
qualitative data towards using quantitative data for
persona development” [57] (p. 1427). At the same time,
there is considerable fragmentation of possible approaches
to QPC, resulting in a need for providing an overview of
the field. However, we could not locate a comprehensive
review of QPC methods within the HCI literature. This
gap makes it difficult for researchers to position their
work or identify pivotal opportunities in the field. As
reviewers, we have observed this problem first-hand, as
Ph.D. students and other researchers getting familiarized
with quantitative personas, struggle to submit research
that would position their QPC work within the existing
body of literature and the “methodological continuum”.
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Scope of the research

This systematic review seeks to examine research on QPC
to (1) methodically collect, analyze, and synthesize all
related literature within the QPC domain, (2) provide an
overview of main QPC methods and their strengths and
weaknesses, (3) understand the current status and
evolution of the field, as well as (4) derive implications
for future research and practice, including research agenda
and guidelines. To this end, we formulate the following
research questions:
 How has QPC research and methods developed over
time?
 What are the key trends and gaps in QCP research?
Following the approach of previous literature reviews in
HCI and computer science, we used Association of
Computing Machinery’s (ACM) Digital Library (DL) and
Google Scholar databases to collect and analyzed 49
research articles that developed personas using
quantitative methods published between January 2005 and
August 2019.
RELATED LITERATURE
Methods of persona development

Mulder and Yaar [60] refer to three main ways of creating
personas: (1) qualitative personas, (2) qualitative personas
with quantitative validation, and (3) quantitative personas
(i.e., QPC). Other HCI researchers refer to hybrid
personas that use mixed methods (e.g., [62, 68]).
Essentially, all persona creation methods are based on four
main steps: (a) data collection, (b) segmentation and
grouping, (c) analysis of the qualitative and/or quantitative
data, and (d) creating/writing persona profiles to present
the user segments and their attributes as user archetypes
[87, 90].
A short history of QCP

The concept of “data-driven persona” is first mentioned
by Williams in 2006 [86] and popularized by McGinn and
Kotamraju [52] in 2008. The purpose of being “datadriven” goes further back in the HCI literature – in fact,
personas were always intended to use real data about the
user. As Gaiser et al. [25] (p. 521) note, “In order to fulfill
standards of a scientific method, personas can’t be
created arbitrarily. Personas have to be grounded in data,
at best, both qualitative and quantitative data of surveys
with the target audience.” Similarly, Pruitt and Grudin
[62] (p. 1) argue that “[personas] provide a conduit for
conveying a broad range of qualitative and quantitative
data, and focus attention on aspects of design and use that
other method do not.”
Placing QPC into the historical context, its major drivers
are (a) the availability and abundance of user data and (b)
the rapid development of data analysis algorithms that
have changed since the early days of personas.
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Previous literature reviews

The methodological diversity within QPC has been widely
noted in the literature. For example, Zhu et al. [90] cite
several methods: affinity diagrams, decision trees,
exploratory factor analysis (EFA), hierarchical
clustering, k-means clustering, latent semantic analysis
(LSA), multidimensional scaling analysis (MSA), and
weighted graphs. Minichiello et al. [59] provide a similar
list of semi-automated methods: cluster analysis
(including both hierarchical and k-means), factor analysis,
principal component analysis (PCA), and LSA. These
reviews, however, are superficial, as they typically only
list the methods and do not discuss them further.
In the few literature reviews that assess QPC methods [7,
8, 79], the focus is on clustering, thereby ignoring the
methodological diversity under the QPC umbrella. In
addition, there are some conceptual articles that discuss
the role of personas in the era of online analytics [65], list
methodological arguments against qualitative personas
[10] or quantitative ones [73] (the former typically
questioning the rigor of qualitative methods and the latter
warning about the “mystique of numbers” in disguising
flawed quantitative segmentation), or provide guidelines
for successful persona creation [62]. However, the articles
of this type neither focus on quantitative person creation
nor provide a systematic methodology to review the work
in this domain.
Establishing the research gap
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Scholar, we used the Publish or Perish software 2
previously employed in systematic literature reviews [48].
Snowball sampling was also used to detect additional
articles, as suggested for systematic literature reviews
[63]. Supplementary Material includes a detailed
description of the literature searches, with this section
giving an overview of the process.
The search phrases were devised based on the authors’
previous knowledge of the field and included references to
QPC (“quantitative personas”, “data-driven personas”,
“procedural personas”) as well as to specific
methodologies (“automatic persona generation”, personas
+ cluster analysis | clustering | conjoint analysis | factor
analysis | latent semantic analysis | matrix factorization |
principal component analysis). Both plural and singular of
the word “persona” were used. To focus on Englishspeaking articles, we included negative search words in
Spanish (‘y’, ‘con’, ‘de’), as “persona” is the Spanish
word for person.
The initial search yielded 149 articles, of which 116
(78%) from ACM DL and 33 (22%) from Google Scholar.
The results were combined and manually de-duplicated by
a research assistant. The deduplicated articles (N=138)
were manually screened by reading the abstracts. The
articles passing the screening were read in full and further
assessed to ensure the inclusion criteria were met (see
Figure 1).

We could locate no prior systematic literature review
focused on QPC, given the diversity of its methods.
Previous articles that provide a more thorough literature
review focus on the use of clustering [7, 8, 79]. This is not
ideal, as the diversity of the methods mentioned in other
articles clearly indicates that there are several other
quantitative techniques that have been applied for QPC
and, therefore, a degree of fragmentation that should be
investigated more thoroughly.
However, the articles pointing out the methodological
plurality only superficially cite the methods, without
presenting a detailed overview of them, their popularity,
or their strengths and weaknesses. Thus, there is a need to
systematically map these attempts to provide useful
insights for both persona researchers and practitioners. As
noted by Dillahunt et al. [18], “literature reviews have
proved useful and influential by identifying trends and
gaps in the literature of interest and by providing key
directions for short- and long-term future work.” (p. 1).
METHODOLOGY

To find the articles, two databases were chosen based on
their coverage (Google Scholar) and relevance for the
topic of personas/HCI (ACM DL). Identical literature
searches were carried out for each database on June 2019.
For ACM DL, we used the actual website1. For Google
1

https://dl.acm.org
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Figure 1: PRISMA flow chart [82] of the literature collection

The assessment took place by reading the full articles.
More articles were retrieved by applying snowball
sampling based on reading the screened articles and
identifying other research articles that applied QPC. All
the articles retrieved via snowball sampling (N=44) were
assessed by reading the full article. The inclusion criteria
included:
 full research article (no short articles, books or theses)
[screening stage]

2

https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish
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 published in peer-reviewed journal or conference
[screening]
 written in English language [screening]
 empirical paper that develops personas using
quantitative data [screening/assessment]
The total number is 149 search-retrieved + 44 snowballretrieved = 193 considered records. These contain 182
unique articles; thus N=11 (5.7%) were duplicates. In
addition, we discarded non-English articles (N=11, 6.0%
of the unique articles), non-peer-reviewed articles (N=40,
22.0%), non-full articles (N=24, 13.2%), and articles not
actually developing quantitative personas (N=80, 44.0%).
In total, 133 articles (73.1%) were excluded (note that
summing up the class percentages does not match this
number because a paper can have many exclusion
criteria.).
The final collection includes 49 articles, of which 23
(46.9%) were retrieved via searches and 26 (53.1%) via
snowball sampling. Of the search articles, 15.4% were
kept and of the snowball articles, 59.1%. The following
information was extracted from the articles using a
standardized data extraction form [78]:
 article information: title, year, keywords, publication
venue and type (conference/journal)
 authors’ institution locations (countries)
 use of quantitative methodology and mixed methods
 data source (e.g., survey, social media)
 data size (number of analysis units, e.g., participants)
 validation metrics and methods
 authors’ suggestions for future work
The extracted data was analyzed, and the findings are
presented in the following sections.
RESEARCH INTEREST IN QPC
Research interest over time

The earliest paper applying QPC that we could locate was
published in 2005 by Aoyama [3]. The researcher applied
conjoint analysis to create personas for software
embedded in digital consumer products. Figure 2 shows a
stagnating number of QPC articles per year at first, and
then a steep increase since 2014. In 2018, publication
count reached its peak at N=11 articles (2017 saw only
eight articles). Note that the 2019 articles (N=1) are
omitted from this figure because, at the time of writing,
the full year has not passed.
Publication types

Conference articles are more common (N=36, 73%) than
journal articles (N=13, 27%), perhaps reflecting the strong
position of conference venues in computer science
research. The ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems (N=4) is the only publication venue
with more than two articles. The early development of
QPC is characterized by a lack of journal publications.
The first journal publication took place at IEEE
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Transactions on Software Engineering in 2012 [8]. In
2019, there were more journal than conference
publications for the first time in the history of QPC.

Figure 2: Number of QPC research articles over time
Prominent work

The citation numbers for the most prominent work (see
Table 1) were retrieved from Google Scholar in July 2019
(max = 330, min = 0, mean = 26 citations). The mode is 0
citations; 8 articles (16.3%) of the articles have no
citations at all. There is a weak positive correlation
between the years-of-age of the paper and the number of
citations (r = 0.26). The most cited paper [45] uses
dialogues from online data to develop persona-based
conversation models. McGinn and Kotamraju’s [52] paper
represents a seminal work of persona generation based on
users of big data analytics software.
Title and Year
A Persona-Based Neural
Conversation Model (2016)
Data-Driven Persona
Development (2008)
Learning Latent Personas of
Film Characters (2013)
Defining Personas in Games
Using Metrics (2008)
Persona-and-Scenario Based
Requirements Engineering for
Software Embedded in Digital
Consumer Products (2005)
Persona-Scenario-Goal
Methodology for User-Centered
Requirements Engineering
(2007)
A Latent Semantic Analysis
Methodology for the
Identification and Creation of
Personas (2008)
Evolving personas for player
decision modeling (2014)
Data-driven Personas:
Constructing Archetypal Users
with Clickstreams and User
Telemetry (2016)
Invoking the User from Data to
Design (2014)

Authors
Li et al. [45]

Citations
330

McGinn and
Kotamraju [52]
Bamman et al. [5]

114

Tychsen and
Canossa [81]
Aoyama [3]

108

Aoyama [4]

63

Miaskiewicz et
al. [54]

54

Holmgard et al.
[33]
Zhang et al. [89]

45

Tempelman-Kluit
and Pearce [76]

27

108

85

30

Table 1: Most cited articles of QPC research (Top 10)
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METHODS FOR QPC
Data sources

The most typical source for data collection is using
surveys, with 55% of the articles reporting the use of
surveys. The second most popular data source is the use of
web and social media data (27% of the articles). This
category includes sourcing data from social media
platforms (e.g., YouTube [2]), discussion forums [34], as
well as user clicklogs [77] and telemetry [89].
Interestingly, two articles used device-collected data,
including GPS signal [27] and comfort levels [72]. Even
though the use of device-collected data is currently
marginal, “personal big data” provides interesting
information about users, e.g., health and wellness.
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In addition, 19 articles (38.8%) combined quantitative and
qualitative methods, and 27 (55.1%) combined multiple
quantitative methods (e.g., k-means clustering with
principal component analysis). While no specific
combination of quantitative methods dominated,
combinations often included at least one type of clustering
analysis.
Method
K-means
Clustering
(KMC)
Hierarchical
Clustering
(HC)
Principal
Component
Analysis
(PCA)
Latent
Semantic
Analysis
(LSA)
Nonnegative
Matrix
Factorization
(NMF)

Figure 3: Popularity of data techniques for QPC over time

Survey data (blue line in Figure 3) has been consistently
popular format of data; however, the focus is shifting from
survey to web data (grey line in Figure 3), with web/social
media data seeing a rise since 2015 (virtually non-existent
before) and 2018 marks the first year that web data
exceeds survey data in QPC.
Also, behavioral data describing actual user interactions is
becoming more common [58]. Seven articles (14.3%) use
more than one data source. The most common data source
association is surveys and interviews (N=5, 71.4% of the
multiple data sources). Multiple data sources are used for
creating hybrid personas by combining qualitative and
quantitative data [68]. This is seen to enhance both the
breadth (through quantitative data) and depth (through
qualitative data) of the personas.
Popularity of methods

To extract the frequency of the methods, we manually
tallied the individual methods mentioned in each article.
The most popular method (see Table 2) was k-means
clustering (N=11, 22.4%), followed by hierarchical
clustering (N=6, 12.2%). In total, clustering methods were
used in more than a third of the articles (N=17, 34.6%) [4,
5, 79]. Nonetheless, there was a great variety in methods
used, with many articles introducing new models such as
the neural speaker model developed [45], the Dirichlet
persona model [5], the ego-splitting algorithm [20], and
more.
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Description
Machine learning algorithm that
classifies a dataset using a
predetermined prime number (k) of
clusters.
Machine learning algorithm that
computes distances between different
elements to produce clusters in a
hierarchical order based on similarity.
Linear dimension-reduction algorithm
used to extract information by
removing non-essential elements with
relatively fewer variations.
Machine learning algorithm that uses
singular value decomposition to
detect hidden semantic relationships
between words.
Matrix factorization method in which
matrices are constrained as nonnegative. A matrix is decomposed
into two matrices to extract sparse
and meaningful features.

Frequency
N=11
(22.4%)
N=6
(12.2%)
N=5
(10.2%)
N=5
(10.2%)
N=4
(8.2%)

Table 2: Most popular QPC analytics methods
Quantitative evaluation of QPC methods

Validation of quantitative personas varies by the method
applied. KMC was validated by calculating the Euclidean
distance between the different variables [75, 84] or by
conducting Chi-squared tests [75]. A few articles [83, 89,
90] qualitatively validated clusters by engaging subject
matter experts as well as users in reviewing the clustering
results.
For HC, Miaskiewicz et al. [54] and Mesgari et al. [53]
both validated their results by looking at the relations
between variables within clusters; the former calculated
cosine similarity of the angles between pairs of non-zero
vectors, while the latter calculated Pearson correlation (the
extent of linear relationship between two variables).
Holden et al. [32] validated their results with KruskalWallis test and Welch’s ANOVA to determine statistical
significance between different variables as well as a test
for variance, respectively.
PCA was often used in combination with others; in fact,
all the articles that applied PCA complemented it with at
least another quantitative method. As a result, validation
metrics also varied, including Cohen’s kappa (a statistical
measure of interrater agreement of generated and expertcreated clusters) [7, 8], Euclidean distances of different
variables [84], Spearman’s correlation [13], and even
qualitative review with survey participants [79].
Similar to PCA, LSA is often combined with other
methods, especially hierarchical cluster analysis [7, 8, 54].
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Researchers validated their results through cosine
similarity tests. Cosine similarity was also used by An et
al. [2] to validate the results of NMF by calculating it for
pairs of personas until the closest pairs were determined.
In another study employing NMF [1], researchers used the
Kendall rank correlation coefficient to compare the
ranking of personas’ demographic groups (DGs) with that
of DGs in the raw data.

anecdotally evaluate the relevance and representativeness
of the generated personas. The individuals were tasked
with self-identifying with one of the final five personas
and rating how realistic they are.

Qualitative evaluation of QPC methods

Use of qualitative validation is common. Of the 19 articles
that used mixed methods, 8 (42.1%) incorporated
qualitative methods to the validation stage only, while 7
(36.8%) incorporated qualitative methods to both initial
data collection and validation. As seen in Figure 4, mixed
quantitative-qualitative methodologies have consistently
been incorporated, with peaks in 2010 and 2015 (in
proportion to the total number of articles published per
year). These peaks may be attributed to rises in popularity
of incorporating qualitative aspects to validation, such as
expert or user consultations after data analyses are
complete.
In total, 15 articles (30.6%) incorporated qualitative
feedback to their persona validation stages. These
generally involved re-gathering members of the initially
surveyed population to evaluate the quantitatively
generated personas in a focus group setting. An exception
is Dupree et al. [19] who recruited an additional
population group familiar with the paper’s context to

Figure 4: Articles using mixed methods over time

Generally speaking, the validation tends to be informal
and not thoroughly described in the articles. Only a couple
of authors had a formal process in place. Out of these,
Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [30] included open-ended questions
in their data collection survey so dog owners could
elaborate on their pets’ backgrounds and daily activities.
Miaskiewicz and Luxmoore [56] systematically identified
specific surveyed users to represent the personas and
further interview based on k-means distance measures;
afterward, they quantitatively compared these individuals’
characteristics with the generated personas.

Emergence (20052008)
 focus on purely quantitative
approaches as “the new thing”

Diversification (20092014)
 innovations in hybrid
approaches (both for mixed
qual-quant and quant-quant)
 reaching “self-awareness” (via
literature reviews)

Sophistication (2015present)
 fragmentation
 expansion to non-humans (animal
personas, robot personas)
 interaction between persona users and
persona models/systems

Method
emphasis

 experiments with multiple
methods (no “dominant method”)
 applying well-established
quantitative methods: factor
analysis, descriptive statistics,
cluster analysis

 mixed methods rising:
combining qualitative and
quantitative approaches
 quantitative side dominated by
clustering
 beginning of deploying NLP
techniques

 mixed method: multiple quantitative
methods
 introduction of matrix factorization
and deep learning; standardized hybrid
approaches (quant. and qual. and
mixed quant.)
 expanding behavioral personas

Data
emphasis

 surveys, interviews, statistics

 surveys and qualitative
enrichment
 behavioral data

 web and social media data; online
analytics platforms and APIs
 combining textual and numerical data;
census data (large-scale surveys);
personal big data

Context
emphasis

 focus on software development
and engineering
 personas for games and ecommerce introduced
 focus on conferences
 research volume low

 diverse contexts, e.g., gaming,
knowledge management,
emergency preparedness

 expansion to new domains: health
informatics, privacy, social media,
journalism, and fashion

 focus on conferences
 research volume low

 focus conferences and journals
 research volume increasing

Conceptual
emphasis

Venue
emphasis

Table 3: Development of QPC research
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Salminen et al. [68] consulted qualitative data of social
media users in the geographical region in the forms of
Instagram public profiles and semi-structured interviews.
These were used to enrich further and improve the
automatically generated personas.
Some articles also consulted subject-matter experts during
the validation stages [19, 52]; these evaluations varied in
informality and ranged from brief discussions to
quantitative coding of interrater agreement levels.
However, the extent to which observations from the expert
evaluations led to modifications in the personas was
unspecified in all the articles mentioning this form of
validation.
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over time [33]. Health context is introduced [32, 83],
along with other new domains.
The goal of fully automated persona generation emerges
[2] with an associated system development that enables
persona users to interact with the personas [1]. In the third
stage, clustering remains popular but is no longer
dominant; rather, researchers apply multiple quantitative
methods simultaneously (see Figure 5).

EVOLUTION OF QPC RESEARCH

Synthesizing our results (see Table 3), QPC research is
divided into three periods: (1) Emergence (20052008)
that consists of early development and trials, (2)
Diversification (20092014) that can be seen as a
transition period that saw the beginning of some
transformations that would be more established in the
current third stage, and (3) Sophistication (2015present)
that marks the revitalized interest in QPC.
Emergence: The first stage is marked by a focus on the
basics: establishing the need for quantitative
methodologies in persona domain [52] and experimenting
with different methods, especially those well-known in
quantitative research tradition. The contextual focus is on
software
development,
especially
requirements
engineering [3, 4]. There is also experimentation with
using clickstreams and statistics from gaming software
[81], even though the main focus is on the use of survey
data.
Diversification: In the second stage, contexts expand, but
the methods stale. Clustering becomes the dominant
method for a few years (see Figure 5). However, there are
first experiments with NLP techniques [5]. The field
reaches a degree self-awareness, marked by literature
reviews focused on different clustering methods [8].
Introduction of behavioral data takes place [50], and
simulation is first attempted with personas [40]. From the
second stage, QPC personas have gradually been used for
analyzing different demographic segments, such as
Vietnamese youth [13] and European senior citizens [87].
In such research, personas are merely a means to an end
(i.e., understanding the data), not the focus of the research.
Sophistication: In the third stage, researchers expand the
notion of behavior; not only for behavioral data [1] but
also for using behavioral theories for interpreting
quantitative personas [36]. Deep learning is applied to
make personas interactive [45] using sophisticated neural
networks [11] and new data sources, most notably web
and social media data, emerge. Research starts to pay
attention to the longitudinal aspect of personas evolving
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Figure 5: Clustering vs. other methods – the figure shows the
percentage of articles using clustering vs. other methods per
year. These periods roughly match with the three stages.

While clustering methods are consistently popular, a rise
in other methods has been observed since 2014 (see
Figure 5). The year 2018 saw the least proportion of
articles conducting cluster analyses since 2015. This can
be attributed to new models and methodologies, such as
the Dirichlet Persona Model [5] and non-negative matrix
factorization [1, 2].
Dataset sizes (means and medians) are increasing (see
Table 4). The standard deviation also increases, indicating
that, in the third era, researchers still use small datasets,
but they are now also using larger datasets.

Mean
Max
Median
SD

Emergence
(20052008)

Diversification
(20092014)

Sophistication
(2015present)

343
1,300
31
638

2,034 (493%)
12,496 (861%)
100 (223%)
4,003 (527%)

14,447 (610%)
170,704 (1266%)
435 (335%)
39,141 (878%)

Table 4: Survey sample sizes of QPC studies over time.
Highest values bolded, growth to the previous period in
parentheses.

Interestingly, more data does not necessarily result in
more rounded personas, since some of the rich narrativelike personas were generated as early as 2005 (see Figure
8).
In the third stage, there is also an increase in publication
numbers relative to earlier years. The first and second
stages are characterized by relatively low level of research
(see Figure 2), but comparatively, the research volume is
increasing in the third stage, with the Sophistication stage
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As knowledge on QPC has increased, the weaknesses and
shortcomings of the methods are also becoming more
known. Therefore, the third stage is characterized both by
promise and trust in the potential, as well as eagerness to
address the outstanding challenges.
RESEARCH TRENDS
RT1: Higher degrees of automation

Overall, 5 articles (10.2%) use application programming
interfaces (APIs) to collect data for persona creation.
However, social media is more widely used. The sources
include WeChat user data [84], YouTube Analytics [1, 2,
68], Google Analytics [57], Twitter FireHose [45], and
Wikipedia [5]. The most common social media platform
was YouTube (N=4). The advantages of APIs are aligned
with the benefits of QPC, including speed, updatability,
volume, and cost [14]. In addition, data structures of
online platforms regarding user attributes are similar,
meaning the same methods can be applied across data
sources [2]. The API usage is an increasing trend, as 3 out
of 5 articles using APIs are from 2018. We expect APIbased data collection for personas to become more
common in the future. Using pre-existing data is highly
lucrative for persona developers due to time and cost
benefits [90].
Several authors [20, 35, 56] express plans to further refine
and automate their methods, even to fully automated
persona generation [1, 2]. However, these attempts are
still on-going – as noted by Mijač et al. [57]: “Examples of
an automatic update of personas are scarce and even
those are not fully implemented but are rather on the level
of proof-of-concept.” (p. 1431). Salminen et al. [71]
provide a roadmap for automatic persona generation, and
complete QPC systems appear achievable near term.
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The self-awareness beginning in the second stage has
reached maturity, with researchers acknowledging the
challenges of QPC [57, 71]. Accumulated experience over
the use of methods has helped paint a broader picture of
the field. These include at least (1) data quality (as in:
“garbage in, garbage out”), (2) data availability (meaning
that information to create useful personas is not always
available and platforms constantly change their rules
about what data they share), (3) method-specific
weaknesses (e.g., clustering not reflecting multiple
demographics per behavior type [1], and (4) fallacy of
perfection (i.e., high expectancy of automation and
objectivity, whereas the methods require judgment calls
like setting the right number of clusters).

Attempting the goal of full automation means that there is
increasing complexity in methods and system
architectures, as more and more computational techniques
are needed to discern specific nuances of online
audiences. For example, there may be a need for one
algorithm to detect demographic attributes, another one
for behaviors, and a third one for persona’s pain points.
This shows in an increase of articles that apply multiple
quantitative methods (see Figure 6).
Number of papers

averaging 7.25 publications per year, a 211% increase
over Diversification (mean = 2.33) and 480% increase
over Emergence stage (mean = 1.25). Moreover, the first
and second stages are marked by the popularity of survey
data; while survey data remains popular in the third stage,
online data sources are gaining momentum.
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Figure 6: Use of multiple quantitative methods over time
RT2: Interactive persona systems

Interactivity – i.e., persona users interacting with personas
– marks another important research trend. This trend is
reflected by the development of systems toward real-time
creation of personas where users can choose the data from
which the personas are generated and how personas to
generate [2, 57, 65]. This line of work can result in
“customizable” or “tailored” personas based on the
specific needs of the persona users (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Persona system with interactive elements (2018)
[68]

Interactivity can also be of help in addressing some of the
QCP challenges. For example, Brickey et al. [8], Bamman
et al. [5], and Holden et al. [32] highlight the limitations
in contextualizing personas when it comes to unexpected
outliers and deciding which traits are actually applicable.
To alleviate this challenge, Zhang et al. [89], Tychsen and
Canossa [81], and Miaskiewicz et al. [54] have suggested
incorporating user evaluations of the personas to the
validation stages in order to capture the relevant yet also
comprehensive traits. Giving users agency and “power”
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over persona information design can solve some of the
black box problems of separating the persona creation to
algorithms and applications to humans.
Another line of work is personas for chatbots or dialogue
systems emerging in the field of NLP [11, 45]. These
“chatbot personas” can enable interactive discussions for
querying the sentiments and opinions of the fictional (but
data-driven) user segments they reflect. The goal is to
capture distinct conversational styles that reflect the
personality of the persona. Systems can then be built to
allow users to “speak” to personas.
Yet another line of work in interactivity is the “procedural
persona” in gaming – these personas are virtual agents that
are able to make real-time decisions based on
environmental stimuli, reflecting a specific game-playing
type of users (e.g., “monster hunter”) [33]. Procedural
personas enable game developers to test how personas
(i.e., archetypical player types) react to changes in the
game world.
Finally, some studies aim at predicting persona
preferences, e.g., how they would respond to a simulated
or real news story [2] or lifestyle articles such as fashion
[17]. Conceptually, the studies pave the way for merging
personas with recommendation system research and also
involve notable commercial opportunities.
RT3: Interplay between automatic and manual

One of the consistent trends is the combination of
quantitative and qualitative persona creation methods.
These include incorporating qualitative components to the
data collection [30, 52, 77] and validation stages [3, 4, 19,
56]. A common approach is to use quantitative data to
explore user behavior and enhance these behavioral
archetypes (“skeletons”, “templates”) with qualitative
insights to create and finalize more rounded personas [58,
68] (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Narrative persona profile (2005) [3]

In general, manual work steps for QPC include at least (1)
algorithmic choices (e.g., choosing the “right” number of
personas for clustering/NMF); (2) writing the persona
descriptions/narratives (i.e., “transferring data into
narrative persona descriptions” [87]); and (3) evaluating
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personas’ usefulness, credibility, and other persona user
perceptions.
Our analysis of the challenges of QPC points out that (a)
the challenges of qualitative persona creation do not “go
away” with QPC, and (b) qualitative methods can be used
for addressing the QPC challenges (as is done vice versa).
For example, the lack of in-depth can be addressed using
qualitative methods to collect and analyze information
about users’ pain points and motivations [32].
Finally, one re-emerging theme is usefulness/validation of
QPC. Articles throughout Emergence [77], Diversification
[9], and Sophistication [56] deal with the aspect of
generating real value for organizations and individuals
with QPC, as well as struggles with organizational
adoption.
NOTABLE RESEARCH GAPS

Standards and best practices. Due to the divergence of
the methods, there is no unified metric for measuring the
quality of quantitative personas, apart from preliminary
attempts to create a standardized questionnaire for
measuring user perceptions of the personas [69]. In the
absence of quality standards, researchers struggle to
benchmark their results. The lack of standardization of
QPC methods (i.e., there not being one standard
methodology but instead many) makes the quality of
different methods difficult to compare. For example,
clustering is evaluated with a different metric than matrix
factorization. Having a unified way to compare different
methods would enable benchmarking of results and clear
demarcation of scientific progress.
Ethics of QPC. Few articles mention ethical
considerations such as data privacy, algorithmic
transparency, and risk of creating personas that represent
averages or majority groups rather than diversity
(resulting from the way the applied statistical methods
tend to work). Data privacy is mentioned in one article
stating that online platform datasets are typically
aggregated, preserving the privacy of individual users
[87]. However, using social media data “in the wild”
might have issues of informed consent [21]. Particularly,
using social media data presents confidentiality risks for
participants, as users can be directly identified through
profile characteristics or quotes. Persona creators should
be aware that harm from online research can occur for
classes of people and communities [31].
Moreover, QPC articles are exceedingly focusing on “core
users”, “representative segments”, or other forms of
majority users. What is clear from our findings is that the
authors of QPC articles tend to consider inclusivity from
the perspective of statistics, not from the perspective of
fairness. Interestingly, this goes against the “mainstream”
persona research, with inclusivity, stereotypes, and “fringe
personas” being recognized as increasingly important [29,
49].
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These issues matter for both the HCI community and the
organizations analyzing user behavior, as useful insights
on usability/user experience can often be found in outliers
and minority segments. Toward this end, new QPC
approaches (e.g., outlier detection for personas) are
needed. While many of the articles did pose inclusivity in
their future work sections, this was more in terms of
improving statistical representativeness, i.e., what
characteristics are being mistaken as “fringe” but are
nonetheless highly relevant.
Loss of user immersion? The current body of research
does not answer if something is lost in QPC relative to
qualitative persona creation. The reason why this might
take place is that the iterative, inductive process of
qualitative persona creation is seen to increase user
immersion by itself [12, 46, 61]. Often, end users of
personas co-create the personas with HCI professionals,
which can enhance the shared mental models among team
members [12, 61]. Because QPC techniques typically
differ drastically from this workshop-driven, collaborative
process, it is worthwhile to ask if these positive aspects
are lost and, if so, how they could be retained without
losing the other positive aspects of QPC.
TAKEAWAYS (ESPECIALLY) FOR RESEARCHERS

We have separated implications to researchers and
practitioners, with the former focusing on development of
research practices of QPC and the latter on applicability.
Reaching maturity. To reach the next step of QPC
research – Maturity – the following is needed from HCI
researchers:





show progress – e.g., conduct replication studies
applying the method to different datasets or different
methods to the same dataset. This implies sharing
datasets, code, and algorithms.
conduct comparative studies to assess different
methods by their technical merits and the
overlaps/deviations of the resulting personas
conduct formal evaluation studies to assess both
accuracy (internal validation) and impact (external
validation) of the created personas.

Building a research community. Many of the gaps in the
current body of research could be addressed by building a
stronger research community around QPC. This could take
place by organizing workshops, networking/meetups, or
even via establishing a special interest group (SIG) of
QPC.
Setting baseline methods. Based on its popularity, kmeans clustering could be used as a baseline method for
QPC, meaning that results would be compared to k-means
output. Replication of previous results and showing
progress – in terms of both technical accuracy and
practical usefulness – are critical aspects for the progress
in QPC research.
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Target real use cases and measure. The authors in the
QPC articles suggested ways of going beyond mere
persona creation to testing the usefulness of the personas
in meeting stakeholder goals [26, 56, 64, 75, 85]. These
can take the form of longitudinal studies on how the
personas are adapted, used, and implemented by
stakeholders, and to what effect. For example, in
healthcare, such initiatives would involve designing
tailored medical interventions to subpopulations
represented by the personas and evaluating how health
outcomes develop over time [75, 83]. Some studies show
promise using longitudinal data and standardized
algorithms to compare persona sets over time [39] and
organizational units [88]. Evaluation of QPC can be
inspired by qualitative persona evaluation studies [24, 51].
TAKEAWAYS (ESPECIALLY) FOR PRACTITIONERS

If in doubt, cluster. Clustering is the most common
method of choice. These techniques, including k-means
clustering, hierarchical clustering, and others, are wellestablished and can be combined with other methods such
as EFA or PCA in the data exploration stage or qualitative
methods in the persona writing stage. However, clustering
does include some limitations discussed earlier in this
manuscript. Other methods, such as NMF, can partially
address these concerns, but each method involves some
degree of subjectivity.
Avoid “mystique of numbers”. One should not blindly
believe the outputs of statistical methods. Additional
steps, such as ensuring data quality and triangulating the
results with other methods, such as qualitative interviews,
are necessary. Therefore, practitioners with limited
knowledge about quantitative methods should “ask stupid
questions” to avoid the “mystique of numbers” [73],
including asking clarification about how the personas
were created, what manual choices the creation process
involved, and how the results were validated. Being
critical pays off.
Consider human bias. Surveys are the most popular data
format for QPC. However, even when analyzed
quantitatively, survey data may include several issues of
validity (e.g., social desirability bias [22]), especially
relative to behavioral data. In a similar vein, setting the
number of personas, applying hyperparameters for
algorithms and other steps that involve human judgment
are subject to human bias. Therefore, “quantitative” does
not automatically mean “objective” or truthful, which is
critical to acknowledge.
Consider “algorithmic bias”. The community is
becoming increasingly aware of algorithmic biases,
meaning that data and algorithms may introduce undesired
generalizations into the personas [28, 67]. Relying solely
on quantitative data might lead to ignoring minority
groups and inclusivity [49], as statistical methods tend to
“favor” majority groups and obscure the outliers and
deviations within user groups. Sometimes these outliers
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would be interesting, like the most loyal users that
comprise only a small portion of the whole but have a
decisive impact. To counter this, QPC applications can,
e.g., split the dataset into “majority” and “minority” and
generate personas separately for each.
Quantity of data does not automatically mean better
quality. Any biases and errors in the data are inherited to
personas. For example, when generating personas from
online analytics data, the measurement error is unknown.
QPC represents “best efforts” to make use of available
data; however, the data sources should not be blindly
trusted. To increase trust in quantitative personas, creators
can (a) apply triangulation by independent samples to
corroborate personas and (b) increase “persona
transparency” [70] including clear statements of where the
data originates, how it was collected, and what were the
analysis steps that resulted in the visible personas.
Validate for both accuracy and usefulness. Personas,
both qualitative and quantitative, should ideally be
validated for accuracy (i.e., truthfulness vis-a-vis real user
base) and usefulness (i.e., do they serve decision makers’
goals). Specific persona validation methods mentioned by
Minichiello et al. [58] include on-site visits,
dissemination, and feedback from persona users, log file
verification, and persona user and usage observations.
Is QPC for you? Organizations are encouraged to
consider the following questions before initiating QPC
projects:





Do you offer products/services in online
environments? (e.g., e-commerce, social media)
Do you have a large and diverse user/customer
base? (e.g., international audience, patient
population)
Have you collected digital information on your
users/customers? (e.g., CRM system, Web log files,
electronic health records, etc.)
Are the user attributes you are interested in easily
quantifiable? (e.g., engagement with online content)

If the answers to these questions are mostly positive, QPC
techniques can be beneficial for enhanced user insights.
These guiding questions are important for mapping the
QPC readiness of an organization and for avoiding
conflated expectations about the applicability of QPC. In
some cases, especially when deep understanding about the
goals and motivations of the users are needed, qualitative
persona creation may be more applicable than pure-form
QPC. Naturally, mixed methods can also be applied to
enhance quantitative personas with qualitative insights.
Canonical sources of QPC methods are as follows: factor
analysis [41], clustering [8], and matrix decomposition
[2]. The role personas amidst online analytics has also
been discussed in adjunct work [65, 71] and a research
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roadmap for automatic persona generation has been
proposed [66].
CONCLUSION

Quantitative persona generation lacks shared resources
and benchmarks. Technical trends highlight automation
and interactivity, while human aspects highlight the need
for ethical considerations. Qualitative approaches remain
important as a source of supporting information and
evaluation. The suggestions we give to researchers (about
sharing resources) and practitioners (about considering
QPC readiness) can help people navigate this space.
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